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Time scales of laser-induced processes

Electron excitation ...

... induces phase transition
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Main questions

How does the energy distribution look like?

→ Photo-emission experiments

How many electrons are excited?

→ Density dependence of reflectivity R(t)

Which structural changes are induced?

How fast they occur?

→ Time-resolved X-ray probing
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Idea and structure of the talk

Calculate energy distribution
(methods: Boltzmann collision terms, Monte Carlo simulation)

↪→ evolution of electron density
↪→ energy transfer to lattice/atoms

1 Visible light

2 XUV irradiation =⇒ Water
Silicon
Aluminum

Hybrid simulation including lattice dynamics

3 Example for visible light
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XUV or visible light

Which processes change energy and density of free electrons?

Difference for visible light

Energy
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ionization
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1. Visible light

–

Multi-Photo
ionization

Impact
ionization

Auger
decay

free-free
scattering

elastic 
scattering

Recom-
bination

1pt

New compared to [1]:

Auger recombination

Above-threshold ionization

Valence band dynamics

Density-dependent optical
parameters

∂f (k)

∂t
=

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
el−el

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
el−phon

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
Laser1pt

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
MPI

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
ImpIonis

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
AugerRec

[1] Kaiser, Rethfeld et al., Physical Review B 61, 11437 (2000)
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1. Visible light
Change of electrons distribution function

∂f (k)

∂t
=

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
el−el

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
el−phon

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
Laser1pt

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
MPI

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
ImpIonis

+

(
∂f (k)

∂t

)
AugerRec

Each process described by a complete Boltzmann collision integral

∂f (k)

∂t
=

∑
all k’

of collision partners

M2(k, k′) × F [f (k), f (k′), f (k± k′)] × δ(ε(k)− ε(k± k′))

= probability of collision × Pauli’s principle × energy conservation
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1. Visible light
Transient electron distribution function
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t = 5 fs
t = 50 fs
t = 100 fs
t = 500 fs

- Parameters for SiO2

- Constant laser intensity

- Photon energy
~ωL = 2.5 eV

Excitation to low energies by multiphoton ionization

Intraband absorption repeats peaks

Increase of distribution due to further ionization
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1. Visible light
Resulting electron density
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ne(t) =

Ω
∫

dE D(E ) · f (E , t)

Linear increase due to photoionization,
deviation due to changing optical parameters

Interband processes add net electrons
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1. Visible light
Energy transfer to phonons
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3 ] electron energy density
phonon energy density ue(t) =

Ω
∫

dE D(E ) · f (E , t) E

uph(t) =

Ω
∫

dE D(E ) · g(E , t) E

Electron energy increases due to laser excitation
decreases due to phonon emission

Phonon energy increases during the pulse
larger than electron energy when thermalized
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1. Visible light
Energy transfer to phonons
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Te = 2000 K
Te = 10000 K

Extract parameter for
two-temperature description

∂ue

∂t
= −α (Te − Tph)

∂uph

∂t
= +α (Te − Tph)

linear increase with density

asymptotic behaviour for degenerate electrons

slightly depending on electron temperature

Idea: include in two–temperature heat conduction model for dielectrics
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2. XUV irradiation

Which processes change energy of electrons?
Visible light

XUV irradiation

Multi-Photo
ionization

Impact
ionization

Auger
decay

free-free
scattering

elastic 
scattering

Recom-
bination

1pt

Photo
ionization

Impact
ionization

Auger
decay

free-free
scattering

elastic 
scattering

Recom-
bination

Monte Carlo simulation:

trace each electron event by event

decide for each timestep which process will happen

random number determines its particular realization
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2. XUV irradiation
Excitation of liquid water

Currently included processes:

photoionization

Photon Absorption

photon energy Eph = 100 eV

ionization energy Ii (molecular orbitals)

e−

free electron energy

Eel = Eph − Ii

creation time: gaussian shape

starting depth dz = d0 · log(u) u ∈ ]0, 1] random number

ϑ

starting angle ϑ = 2π · u

secondary ionization

Ionization

T: primary free electron energy
W: secondary free electron energy

e−1

σi
io =

W∫
0

dσi
io

dW ′ dW ′ [1,2]

[1] I. Plante & F. A. Cucinotta, New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 063047

[2] M. E. Rudd, Radia. Prot. Dosim. 31 (1990) 1052

σi
io(W )

σi
io,max

∈ ]0, 1]

∆Eio = 4T
mel · mel

(mel + mel)2
cos2 ϑ1

e−1

ϑ1

ϑ2 = −(
π

2
− ϑ1)

e−2

ϑ2

elastic scattering

Elastic Scattering

e−1

dσS

dΩ
= α

(
1

(1 + 2γ − cosϑS)2
+

β

(1 + 2δ + cosϑS)2

)

α(T ), β(T ), γ(T ) and δ(T ) [2,3]

[2] M. E. Rudd, Radia. Prot. Dosim. 31 (1990) 1052

[3] D. J. Brenner & M. Zaider, Phys. Med. Biol. 29 (1984) 443

∆ES = 4T
mel · mwater

(mel + mwater)2
cos2 ϑS

e−1

ϑS

recombination
e
−
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2. XUV excitation of water
Transient energy distribution

Energy
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No secondary ionization for energies below 12.6 eV

Distribution shift due to elastic collisions
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2. XUV excitation of water
Excitation and energy balance

- Potential energy of
electron-hole pairs

- Kinetic energy of
electrons or molecules

Secondary ionization continues for ≈ 200 fs

Energy transfer from electrons to H2O molecules due to elastic scattering
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2. XUV excitation of water
Recombination

Electron decay

Energy of H2O

Recombination process completed in the picosecond range

Energy release due to recombination exceeds elastic scattering

Idea to simulate subsequent Molecular Dynamics
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2. XUV irradiation
Excitation of silicon

Consider valence band dynamics
D

O
S

 [a
.u

.]

-15            -10            -5              0               5              10
Energy [eV]

Valence band Conduction 
band

~ωL = 38 eV

How many electrons finally excited?

Rough estimation through band gap: Nel ≈ ~ωL

Egap
?
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2. XUV excitation of silicon
Electron and hole dynamics

8

Figure 4. Transient energy distribution of free electrons in the conduction band
and holes in the valence band. The fluence of the laser pulse is 2 J cm−2 and the
photon energy is 38 eV.

The subsequent dynamics of the secondary electrons produced by the first generation of
free electrons and holes and their interactions with the valence electrons were also taken into
account in the same manner.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Energy and density of excited electrons

As a result of the numerical algorithm described above, we obtained the transient energy
distribution of electrons and holes, which enabled us to study their transient dynamics. Figure 4
represents the energy distribution of electrons in the conduction band (positive energy) and holes
in the valence band (negative energy) in Si at different time points during the irradiation. Curves
were normalized to the final number of absorbed photons.

The first curve shows a time t = 0 fs, which corresponds to the absorption of the very first
photon. One can see that, before secondary processes start (just after absorption of the first
photon), this distribution reflects the band structure of the material: electrons from the valence
band are shifted to the continuum by adding the photon energy (Eph = 38 eV in the presented
case), while at the same time holes appear at the corresponding energy in the valence band.
Then, electrons and holes start to redistribute their energy.

There are two competing mechanisms of energy redistribution: the absorption of photons
during the laser pulse, which increases the total energy and the number of free electrons and
holes, and secondary ionizations, which are responsible for decreasing the energy of free
electrons and shifting the distribution to low-energy states, just as Auger processes shift the
distribution of holes to lower absolute values of energy. The spikes on the curves show that the
DOS influences the energy distribution at all times during irradiation.

By integrating over all positive energies, we obtain the total kinetic energy of the electron
gas during the laser pulse irradiation (figure 5). The energy shown in this figure is normalized to
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Figure 5. The total energy of free electrons in the conduction band normalized
for the total absorbed energy (right ordinate). The number of free electrons
created by different processes during the laser pulse irradiation and normalized
per number of absorbed photons is also presented (left ordinate). The
intensity envelope of the laser pulse is added as a dashed line in arbitrary
units.

the total energy provided by the absorbed photons. The shape of the curve reflects the two
competing mechanisms mentioned above. During the laser pulse, electron energy increases
due to photoabsorption, while impact ionizations and Coster–Kronig decays decrease the
energy–even for times longer than the pulse duration of 25 fs. Figure 5 demonstrates that the
final kinetic energy of the free electrons is much less than the total energy provided by the laser
pulse. An essential part of the energy (∼65%) is spent to overcome the ionization potential and
is held as potential energy (i.e. the energy of holes).

Figure 5 also shows the transient number of free electrons during the irradiation together
with the laser pulse intensity envelope in arbitrary units. We calculated the temporal evolution
of the number of free electrons ionized by direct photon absorption, electron impact and
Auger-like processes, respectively. The number of electrons increased very quickly during
the laser pulse because the time between two impact ionization events is much shorter than
the characteristic time of the problem. The collision time for an impact ionization can be
estimated as te−e ∼ le/〈ve〉 ∼ (neσ 〈ve〉)

−1
∼10−16 s, where le is the mean free path of excited

electrons, ne is the density of bound electrons in the valence band, σ is the cross-section of
impact ionization and 〈ve〉 is the mean velocity of free electrons. Therefore, the maximum
increase occurs exactly when the laser intensity (and thus the photoionization probability) has
its maximum. Electron–electron impact ionization is the dominant process for free-electron
generation, which differs from the irradiation of dielectrics with visible light [6, 14]. Auger-like
processes also play a significant role in secondary electron production, as shown in the same
figure. Due to these secondary processes, each photon excites about Ne/ph = 15 electrons (cf
figure 5, where the primary excited electrons create around ten secondary electrons by impact
ionization and four secondary electrons by Auger-like transitions).
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Figure 4. Transient energy distribution of free electrons in the conduction band
and holes in the valence band. The fluence of the laser pulse is 2 J cm−2 and the
photon energy is 38 eV.

The subsequent dynamics of the secondary electrons produced by the first generation of
free electrons and holes and their interactions with the valence electrons were also taken into
account in the same manner.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Energy and density of excited electrons

As a result of the numerical algorithm described above, we obtained the transient energy
distribution of electrons and holes, which enabled us to study their transient dynamics. Figure 4
represents the energy distribution of electrons in the conduction band (positive energy) and holes
in the valence band (negative energy) in Si at different time points during the irradiation. Curves
were normalized to the final number of absorbed photons.

The first curve shows a time t = 0 fs, which corresponds to the absorption of the very first
photon. One can see that, before secondary processes start (just after absorption of the first
photon), this distribution reflects the band structure of the material: electrons from the valence
band are shifted to the continuum by adding the photon energy (Eph = 38 eV in the presented
case), while at the same time holes appear at the corresponding energy in the valence band.
Then, electrons and holes start to redistribute their energy.

There are two competing mechanisms of energy redistribution: the absorption of photons
during the laser pulse, which increases the total energy and the number of free electrons and
holes, and secondary ionizations, which are responsible for decreasing the energy of free
electrons and shifting the distribution to low-energy states, just as Auger processes shift the
distribution of holes to lower absolute values of energy. The spikes on the curves show that the
DOS influences the energy distribution at all times during irradiation.

By integrating over all positive energies, we obtain the total kinetic energy of the electron
gas during the laser pulse irradiation (figure 5). The energy shown in this figure is normalized to
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Figure 5. The total energy of free electrons in the conduction band normalized
for the total absorbed energy (right ordinate). The number of free electrons
created by different processes during the laser pulse irradiation and normalized
per number of absorbed photons is also presented (left ordinate). The
intensity envelope of the laser pulse is added as a dashed line in arbitrary
units.

the total energy provided by the absorbed photons. The shape of the curve reflects the two
competing mechanisms mentioned above. During the laser pulse, electron energy increases
due to photoabsorption, while impact ionizations and Coster–Kronig decays decrease the
energy–even for times longer than the pulse duration of 25 fs. Figure 5 demonstrates that the
final kinetic energy of the free electrons is much less than the total energy provided by the laser
pulse. An essential part of the energy (∼65%) is spent to overcome the ionization potential and
is held as potential energy (i.e. the energy of holes).

Figure 5 also shows the transient number of free electrons during the irradiation together
with the laser pulse intensity envelope in arbitrary units. We calculated the temporal evolution
of the number of free electrons ionized by direct photon absorption, electron impact and
Auger-like processes, respectively. The number of electrons increased very quickly during
the laser pulse because the time between two impact ionization events is much shorter than
the characteristic time of the problem. The collision time for an impact ionization can be
estimated as te−e ∼ le/〈ve〉 ∼ (neσ 〈ve〉)

−1
∼10−16 s, where le is the mean free path of excited

electrons, ne is the density of bound electrons in the valence band, σ is the cross-section of
impact ionization and 〈ve〉 is the mean velocity of free electrons. Therefore, the maximum
increase occurs exactly when the laser intensity (and thus the photoionization probability) has
its maximum. Electron–electron impact ionization is the dominant process for free-electron
generation, which differs from the irradiation of dielectrics with visible light [6, 14]. Auger-like
processes also play a significant role in secondary electron production, as shown in the same
figure. Due to these secondary processes, each photon excites about Ne/ph = 15 electrons (cf
figure 5, where the primary excited electrons create around ten secondary electrons by impact
ionization and four secondary electrons by Auger-like transitions).
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Figure 5. The total energy of free electrons in the conduction band normalized
for the total absorbed energy (right ordinate). The number of free electrons
created by different processes during the laser pulse irradiation and normalized
per number of absorbed photons is also presented (left ordinate). The
intensity envelope of the laser pulse is added as a dashed line in arbitrary
units.

the total energy provided by the absorbed photons. The shape of the curve reflects the two
competing mechanisms mentioned above. During the laser pulse, electron energy increases
due to photoabsorption, while impact ionizations and Coster–Kronig decays decrease the
energy–even for times longer than the pulse duration of 25 fs. Figure 5 demonstrates that the
final kinetic energy of the free electrons is much less than the total energy provided by the laser
pulse. An essential part of the energy (∼65%) is spent to overcome the ionization potential and
is held as potential energy (i.e. the energy of holes).

Figure 5 also shows the transient number of free electrons during the irradiation together
with the laser pulse intensity envelope in arbitrary units. We calculated the temporal evolution
of the number of free electrons ionized by direct photon absorption, electron impact and
Auger-like processes, respectively. The number of electrons increased very quickly during
the laser pulse because the time between two impact ionization events is much shorter than
the characteristic time of the problem. The collision time for an impact ionization can be
estimated as te−e ∼ le/〈ve〉 ∼ (neσ 〈ve〉)

−1
∼10−16 s, where le is the mean free path of excited

electrons, ne is the density of bound electrons in the valence band, σ is the cross-section of
impact ionization and 〈ve〉 is the mean velocity of free electrons. Therefore, the maximum
increase occurs exactly when the laser intensity (and thus the photoionization probability) has
its maximum. Electron–electron impact ionization is the dominant process for free-electron
generation, which differs from the irradiation of dielectrics with visible light [6, 14]. Auger-like
processes also play a significant role in secondary electron production, as shown in the same
figure. Due to these secondary processes, each photon excites about Ne/ph = 15 electrons (cf
figure 5, where the primary excited electrons create around ten secondary electrons by impact
ionization and four secondary electrons by Auger-like transitions).
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Figure 5. The total energy of free electrons in the conduction band normalized
for the total absorbed energy (right ordinate). The number of free electrons
created by different processes during the laser pulse irradiation and normalized
per number of absorbed photons is also presented (left ordinate). The
intensity envelope of the laser pulse is added as a dashed line in arbitrary
units.

the total energy provided by the absorbed photons. The shape of the curve reflects the two
competing mechanisms mentioned above. During the laser pulse, electron energy increases
due to photoabsorption, while impact ionizations and Coster–Kronig decays decrease the
energy–even for times longer than the pulse duration of 25 fs. Figure 5 demonstrates that the
final kinetic energy of the free electrons is much less than the total energy provided by the laser
pulse. An essential part of the energy (∼65%) is spent to overcome the ionization potential and
is held as potential energy (i.e. the energy of holes).

Figure 5 also shows the transient number of free electrons during the irradiation together
with the laser pulse intensity envelope in arbitrary units. We calculated the temporal evolution
of the number of free electrons ionized by direct photon absorption, electron impact and
Auger-like processes, respectively. The number of electrons increased very quickly during
the laser pulse because the time between two impact ionization events is much shorter than
the characteristic time of the problem. The collision time for an impact ionization can be
estimated as te−e ∼ le/〈ve〉 ∼ (neσ 〈ve〉)

−1
∼10−16 s, where le is the mean free path of excited

electrons, ne is the density of bound electrons in the valence band, σ is the cross-section of
impact ionization and 〈ve〉 is the mean velocity of free electrons. Therefore, the maximum
increase occurs exactly when the laser intensity (and thus the photoionization probability) has
its maximum. Electron–electron impact ionization is the dominant process for free-electron
generation, which differs from the irradiation of dielectrics with visible light [6, 14]. Auger-like
processes also play a significant role in secondary electron production, as shown in the same
figure. Due to these secondary processes, each photon excites about Ne/ph = 15 electrons (cf
figure 5, where the primary excited electrons create around ten secondary electrons by impact
ionization and four secondary electrons by Auger-like transitions).
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Figure 5. The total energy of free electrons in the conduction band normalized
for the total absorbed energy (right ordinate). The number of free electrons
created by different processes during the laser pulse irradiation and normalized
per number of absorbed photons is also presented (left ordinate). The
intensity envelope of the laser pulse is added as a dashed line in arbitrary
units.

the total energy provided by the absorbed photons. The shape of the curve reflects the two
competing mechanisms mentioned above. During the laser pulse, electron energy increases
due to photoabsorption, while impact ionizations and Coster–Kronig decays decrease the
energy–even for times longer than the pulse duration of 25 fs. Figure 5 demonstrates that the
final kinetic energy of the free electrons is much less than the total energy provided by the laser
pulse. An essential part of the energy (∼65%) is spent to overcome the ionization potential and
is held as potential energy (i.e. the energy of holes).

Figure 5 also shows the transient number of free electrons during the irradiation together
with the laser pulse intensity envelope in arbitrary units. We calculated the temporal evolution
of the number of free electrons ionized by direct photon absorption, electron impact and
Auger-like processes, respectively. The number of electrons increased very quickly during
the laser pulse because the time between two impact ionization events is much shorter than
the characteristic time of the problem. The collision time for an impact ionization can be
estimated as te−e ∼ le/〈ve〉 ∼ (neσ 〈ve〉)

−1
∼10−16 s, where le is the mean free path of excited

electrons, ne is the density of bound electrons in the valence band, σ is the cross-section of
impact ionization and 〈ve〉 is the mean velocity of free electrons. Therefore, the maximum
increase occurs exactly when the laser intensity (and thus the photoionization probability) has
its maximum. Electron–electron impact ionization is the dominant process for free-electron
generation, which differs from the irradiation of dielectrics with visible light [6, 14]. Auger-like
processes also play a significant role in secondary electron production, as shown in the same
figure. Due to these secondary processes, each photon excites about Ne/ph = 15 electrons (cf
figure 5, where the primary excited electrons create around ten secondary electrons by impact
ionization and four secondary electrons by Auger-like transitions).
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Figure 6. Number of ionized electrons as a function of photon energy. The black
squares represent the results of the Monte-Carlo simulation. The red circles are
the experimental results taken from [34] and the green triangles are the results of
earlier calculations from [33].

Experimentally, the transient electronic density can be measured on a femtosecond
timescale: for instance, by measuring the reflectivity with a pump–probe technique [13].

3.2. Effective energy gap

To estimate the number of ionized electrons, it is commonly assumed that each electron
within or above a certain critical energy performs an impact ionization. Using the band gap
of the material considered here, this assumption leads to Nest = h̄ω/Egap = 32.6 electrons
per photon, which drastically overestimates the number of excited electrons compared to the
present calculation. Such an overestimation was also found experimentally decades ago [34],
and several models were proposed for a better estimation of the number of free electrons (see
the description of theoretical models in [37] and numerical models in [33] and the references
therein). One of the most common models involves the application of the direct band gap of
the material [35]. However, impact ionization, as well as Auger-like processes, are restricted
by energy and momentum conservation [14]. Therefore, they generally take place as indirect
transitions, as shown in figure 3. Thus, the direct band gap has no physically justified meaning
for impact ionization and appears as a fit parameter.

Our calculations reveal that the discrepancy in earlier estimations is caused by the fact
that electrons are located in more than just the highest state of the valence band and are
ionized into more than just the lowest state of the conduction band. To calculate the number
of ionized electrons, we introduced the concept of an EEG [15]. For the present case of
solid silicon irradiated by a laser pulse with a photon energy of 38 eV, it can be estimated as
EEEG = h̄ω/Ne/ph = 2.62 eV.

Using the above-described Monte-Carlo approach, we calculated the number of ionized
electrons at different photon energies of the incident laser pulse (figure 6). For comparison, we
also present the experimental results for similar parameters taken from [34] (red circles) and a
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Figure 6. Number of ionized electrons as a function of photon energy. The black
squares represent the results of the Monte-Carlo simulation. The red circles are
the experimental results taken from [34] and the green triangles are the results of
earlier calculations from [33].

Experimentally, the transient electronic density can be measured on a femtosecond
timescale: for instance, by measuring the reflectivity with a pump–probe technique [13].

3.2. Effective energy gap

To estimate the number of ionized electrons, it is commonly assumed that each electron
within or above a certain critical energy performs an impact ionization. Using the band gap
of the material considered here, this assumption leads to Nest = h̄ω/Egap = 32.6 electrons
per photon, which drastically overestimates the number of excited electrons compared to the
present calculation. Such an overestimation was also found experimentally decades ago [34],
and several models were proposed for a better estimation of the number of free electrons (see
the description of theoretical models in [37] and numerical models in [33] and the references
therein). One of the most common models involves the application of the direct band gap of
the material [35]. However, impact ionization, as well as Auger-like processes, are restricted
by energy and momentum conservation [14]. Therefore, they generally take place as indirect
transitions, as shown in figure 3. Thus, the direct band gap has no physically justified meaning
for impact ionization and appears as a fit parameter.

Our calculations reveal that the discrepancy in earlier estimations is caused by the fact
that electrons are located in more than just the highest state of the valence band and are
ionized into more than just the lowest state of the conduction band. To calculate the number
of ionized electrons, we introduced the concept of an EEG [15]. For the present case of
solid silicon irradiated by a laser pulse with a photon energy of 38 eV, it can be estimated as
EEEG = h̄ω/Ne/ph = 2.62 eV.

Using the above-described Monte-Carlo approach, we calculated the number of ionized
electrons at different photon energies of the incident laser pulse (figure 6). For comparison, we
also present the experimental results for similar parameters taken from [34] (red circles) and a
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2. XUV excitation of aluminum
Transient distribution function

Increasing fluence −→

the calculated electron distribution only, we also find good
agreement with the electron temperature inferred from the
Bremsstrahlung spectrum [10]. The agreements with mea-
sured spectra demonstrate that the simulation model ap-
plied is a reliable tool to obtain the electron dynamics in
highly excited solids.

To model the short-time electron dynamics in response
to a femtosecond pulse, we apply a Monte Carlo scheme of
event-by-event simulations [14–16]. This approach is a
robust and stable tool to model nonequilibrium kinetics.
It was developed to describe electronic excitations after an
ion impact on dielectrics [16]. Further generalizations were
successfully applied to semiconductors irradiated by ultra-
short laser pulses [17] and metallic targets [18,19]. Our
simulations take into account the density of states (DOS)
for the given material and Pauli’s principle. Here, we
consider the following processes: photoabsorption by
bound and free electrons, secondary impact ionization by
free electrons, elastic scattering of electrons on target
atoms or ions, scattering of two electrons in the conduction
band, and Auger processes involving free electrons in the
conduction band and holes in deep atomic shells.

The absorption of photons by bound and free electrons is
described by a material-dependent attenuation length. The
cross section for impact ionization of bound electrons is
determined by an expression obtained by Gryziński [20],
which depends only on the ionization potential of the
electron. The scattering between two free electrons is
described by a dynamically screened Coulomb potential
within the Lindhard dielectric formalism, equivalent to the
Lenard-Balescu equation, [15,21]. Strong scattering [22] is
here of minor importance due to the high electron Fermi
energies to be considered.

For the description of Auger processes filling holes in
the L shell, we apply an exponential law for the time of
decay with a material-dependent time constant [15,17].
The electrons involved in the Auger transition as well as

the partners for free-free collisions are randomly chosen
among the electrons in the conduction band.
Finally, all interaction probabilities are multiplied with

a Pauli factor, fcðEiÞ½1� fcðEjÞ�, where fcðEiÞ is the

distribution function of electrons at the energy level Ei

and the term [1� fcðEjÞ] accounts for the probability of

free places at the final energy level Ej. Thus, the second

term ensures the Pauli principle after an electron has
gained (or lost) the energy (Ej � Ei). The dynamics of

secondary electrons, produced by the first generation of the
free electrons and holes, and their interactions were taken
into account in the same manner. Further details of the
numerical algorithm can be found in Refs. [16,17,19],
a complete description of the method and the applied
probabilities will also be available in a forthcoming pub-
lication [23].
We now apply our Monte Carlo scheme to model the

interaction of solid aluminum (mass density: 2:7 g=cm3,
atomic density: nat ¼ 5:9� 1028 m�3) with femtosecond
XUV radiation. Considering homogeneous heating, we
calculate a box of 10� 10� 10 nm3 with periodic bound-
ary conditions. Energies are counted from the bottom of the
conduction band yielding a Fermi energy of EF ¼ 11:2 eV
and a L-shell location of�62 eV. The characteristic decay
time for L-shell holes in aluminum is tA ¼ 40 fs [13,24].
At the start of the simulation, the electron distribution

fills the conduction band up to Fermi energy (T ¼ 0 K).
The number of electrons per energy state accounts for the
DOS of aluminum [25]. The parameters for the XUV pulse
were chosen to mimic the details of experiments at the
free-electron laser FLASH [10–12]. The temporal intensity
envelope of the laser pulse has a Gaussian shape with a full
width of half maximum duration of �L ¼ 10 fs with a
maximum at 15 fs. The photon energy considered is
@! ¼ 92 eV (wavelength of � ¼ 13:5 nm).
With these initial setups, we simulate the short-time

evolution of the electrons now. Figure 1 presents snapshots

FIG. 1 (color online). Evolution of the electron distribution for different fluences of the XUV pulse (a) 0:2 J=cm2, (b) 1:5 J=cm2,
and (c) 5 J=cm2.
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U. Zastrau et al., PRE 78, 066406 (2008) & S. Vinko et al., PRL 104, 225001 (2010)
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the calculated electron distribution only, we also find good
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Bremsstrahlung spectrum [10]. The agreements with mea-
sured spectra demonstrate that the simulation model ap-
plied is a reliable tool to obtain the electron dynamics in
highly excited solids.

To model the short-time electron dynamics in response
to a femtosecond pulse, we apply a Monte Carlo scheme of
event-by-event simulations [14–16]. This approach is a
robust and stable tool to model nonequilibrium kinetics.
It was developed to describe electronic excitations after an
ion impact on dielectrics [16]. Further generalizations were
successfully applied to semiconductors irradiated by ultra-
short laser pulses [17] and metallic targets [18,19]. Our
simulations take into account the density of states (DOS)
for the given material and Pauli’s principle. Here, we
consider the following processes: photoabsorption by
bound and free electrons, secondary impact ionization by
free electrons, elastic scattering of electrons on target
atoms or ions, scattering of two electrons in the conduction
band, and Auger processes involving free electrons in the
conduction band and holes in deep atomic shells.

The absorption of photons by bound and free electrons is
described by a material-dependent attenuation length. The
cross section for impact ionization of bound electrons is
determined by an expression obtained by Gryziński [20],
which depends only on the ionization potential of the
electron. The scattering between two free electrons is
described by a dynamically screened Coulomb potential
within the Lindhard dielectric formalism, equivalent to the
Lenard-Balescu equation, [15,21]. Strong scattering [22] is
here of minor importance due to the high electron Fermi
energies to be considered.

For the description of Auger processes filling holes in
the L shell, we apply an exponential law for the time of
decay with a material-dependent time constant [15,17].
The electrons involved in the Auger transition as well as

the partners for free-free collisions are randomly chosen
among the electrons in the conduction band.
Finally, all interaction probabilities are multiplied with

a Pauli factor, fcðEiÞ½1� fcðEjÞ�, where fcðEiÞ is the

distribution function of electrons at the energy level Ei

and the term [1� fcðEjÞ] accounts for the probability of

free places at the final energy level Ej. Thus, the second

term ensures the Pauli principle after an electron has
gained (or lost) the energy (Ej � Ei). The dynamics of

secondary electrons, produced by the first generation of the
free electrons and holes, and their interactions were taken
into account in the same manner. Further details of the
numerical algorithm can be found in Refs. [16,17,19],
a complete description of the method and the applied
probabilities will also be available in a forthcoming pub-
lication [23].
We now apply our Monte Carlo scheme to model the

interaction of solid aluminum (mass density: 2:7 g=cm3,
atomic density: nat ¼ 5:9� 1028 m�3) with femtosecond
XUV radiation. Considering homogeneous heating, we
calculate a box of 10� 10� 10 nm3 with periodic bound-
ary conditions. Energies are counted from the bottom of the
conduction band yielding a Fermi energy of EF ¼ 11:2 eV
and a L-shell location of�62 eV. The characteristic decay
time for L-shell holes in aluminum is tA ¼ 40 fs [13,24].
At the start of the simulation, the electron distribution

fills the conduction band up to Fermi energy (T ¼ 0 K).
The number of electrons per energy state accounts for the
DOS of aluminum [25]. The parameters for the XUV pulse
were chosen to mimic the details of experiments at the
free-electron laser FLASH [10–12]. The temporal intensity
envelope of the laser pulse has a Gaussian shape with a full
width of half maximum duration of �L ¼ 10 fs with a
maximum at 15 fs. The photon energy considered is
@! ¼ 92 eV (wavelength of � ¼ 13:5 nm).
With these initial setups, we simulate the short-time

evolution of the electrons now. Figure 1 presents snapshots

FIG. 1 (color online). Evolution of the electron distribution for different fluences of the XUV pulse (a) 0:2 J=cm2, (b) 1:5 J=cm2,
and (c) 5 J=cm2.

PRL 107, 165003 (2011) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

14 OCTOBER 2011

165003-2

Low–energy electrons close to Fermi distribution

High–energy tail with Auger–bump survives > 100 fs

Agrees with both experimental results:
U. Zastrau et al., PRE 78, 066406 (2008) & S. Vinko et al., PRL 104, 225001 (2010)

Medvedev, Zastrau, Förster, Gericke, Rethfeld, PRL 107 165003 (2011)
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3. Hybrid simulation

Combination of
two-temperature description ...

∂ue

∂t
= −α (Te − Tph)

∂uph

∂t
= +α (Te − Tph)

Transport and excitation included
H. M. van Driel., Phys. Rev. B, 35
8166-8176 (1987)

=⇒

... with Molecular Dynamics

∂ue

∂t
= −α (Te − Tph)

mi
d2 ri
dt2 = Fi + ζ mi

d2 rTi
dt

Energy conservation ensured
Ivanov and Zhigilei, Phys. Rev. B, 68
064114 (2003)
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3. Hybrid simulation
Example for visible-light excitation of semiconductors

Expansion changes temperature evolution

Amorphisation in the top 38 nm

Close to experimental result
J. Bonse, APA 84, 63-66 (2006)

← nTTM (+ MD)

MD part →
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Summary

Calculate energy distribution
(methods: Boltzmann collision terms, Monte Carlo simulation)

↪→ evolution of electron density
↪→ energy transfer to lattice/atoms

1 Visible light

2 XUV irradiation

Water → to be combined with Molecular Dynamics
Silicon → Pair creation energy to estimate electron density
Aluminum → strong nonequilibrium, no single temperature

3 Hybrid simulation including lattice dynamics
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Klaus Huthmacher Nils Brouwer

Dr. Nikita Medvedev
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